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Mechanical Contact Debouncer for
Semi-Automatic Keys (Bugs)
Jim Sheldon, W0EB
I know that a lot of the CW operators today, both the QRO and QRP types, use electronic
keyers, but there are more than a few of us that still enjoy using the old fashioned “Bug”
for CW as it really takes a bit more effort (and skill) to send good code with a bug.
I learned my CW in the U.S. Army, way back in 1961 as a “Morse Intercept” (read
“Electronic Spy”) operator, which didn’t really require learning sending at all though to
pass one phase of the course, we did have to send a short message, using a hand key, into
a recorder and copy it back letter perfect in order to pass. To make sure you didn’t
memorize it, you sent it on one day and had to copy it back on another several days later.
Not as easy as one might think.
In order to prepare myself to take the amateur test, I actually learned sending using an old
Hallicrafters HA-1, tube type electronic keyer and a Vibroplex single lever “Vibro
Keyer” paddle. Turns out I had a bit over a year to do this as my first overseas tour of
duty was a little “hole in the wall” base called Sinop in the country of Turkey. The
Turkish government was extremely paranoid in those days and we weren’t allowed to
have any kind of radio transmitter and even simple short-wave receivers were very
strictly regulated. This included the American military personnel stationed there. Long
story shortened, I spent most of that year practicing my CW sending using the HA-1 and
got my sending speed up over 25 wpm.
After that tour, I got sent to Japan in 1963 and they had an excess of Morse Intercept
Operators at the time so I got assigned to the base MARS station. Wow, what an
assignment for someone that wanted a ham license! I promptly corralled a volunteer and
applied for the old “Conditional” ham license. It only took one General Class or higher
op to administer the test in those days and a few weeks later the test arrived. I hadn’t
studied the theory a lot, but fortunately I had absorbed enough from everyone around me
in the MARS/Club station that I managed to pass it. Took a couple of months after that
for the actual license to arrive and then I was able to get my Military issued callsign,
KA9AS. The KA calls were US Military issued ham calls in those days for countries that
had no reciprocal agreements.
That’s the background, now on to the Bug stories. One of the other guys there had a
really pretty Vibroplex “Presentation” model and graciously allowed me to attempt
operating it. After almost 2 years on a keyer, and never having even seen a bug before,
you can imagine what my initial attempts sounded like.
I actually bought my own Japanese made bug from one of the local electronic stores so I
could practice in my quarters.
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One thing I noticed in those days concerning keying with a bug was that the dots were
always somewhat “scratchy” sounding and you had put a fairly large capacitor across the
terminals to even partially eliminate this which, after some 50 years of putting up with
this problem, brings me to my present day rediscovery of an old invention of Theodore
(T.R.) McElroy, who you may know as the World Champion code copier/telegrapher
from the 1920’s and 30’s. He also had a company called McElroy Manufacturing in
Boston, MA and later the Telegraph Apparatus Company in Chicago. These two
companies manufactured bugs and hand keys along with other items for telegraphers and
the WW-2 military.
TR as he liked to be called lamented the “scratchy dot” problem and set out to solve it.
Solve it he did, and mechanically to boot. He came up with a device that actually
stopped the contact bounce as the vibrating dot contact continued to vibrate for a short
time as it broke with the fixed portion. This bounce was what (and still does in most
bugs today) caused the “scratchies”.
The theory and early history of his “Dot Stabilizer” as he called it can be found on a
website owned and managed by Tom French –
http://www.artifaxbooks.com/dotstabilizer.htm .
My rediscovery of this device came at OzarkCon 2014 when I bought my first McElroy
bug from our own Johnny Matlock, AC0BQ. I put it on the air right there and it sounded
much better than any other bug I had ever used. Once I got it home, I noticed that there
was a piece of wire wrapped around the vibrating arm and the springy portion of the dot
contact assembly. Thinking that this was just to keep the contact from getting damaged
in transit, I removed it. Sheeeesh, the bug sounded terrible on the air after I did that! The
dots became really scratchy sounding and even a full 1 microfarad capacitor on it
wouldn’t completely cure the problem!
I was talking with a key collector friend of mine who pointed me to the Artifax Books
website where I read about the dot stabilizer. McElroy’s original device actually replaced
the dot contact assembly with one having a wire hook on it to pre-tension the U shaped
contact spring slightly and stop it from moving just before contact “break”. This serves
to kill the “scratchies” by stopping contact vibration as they “break”.
So much for the buildup. I looked closely at the pictures of TR’s device and decided I
could make something that would retrofit without actually modifying the contact
assembly itself. This turned out to be fairly easy as I happened to have some 5/16”
square brass stock on hand along with some quarter inch square aluminum stock I’d
gotten from a local Wichita surplus place.
I decided to try and manufacture this device myself so I picked up a table type saber saw,
a Harbor Freight bench top milling/drilling machine and a belt/disk sander.
After a few abortive attempts I finally got it right and came up with a device that can be
slipped over the vibrating pendulum of the bug, right up against the collar that mounts the
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dot contact and uses a specially bent piece of .050” music wire to just barely capture the
spring and stop movement on contact break. I made this hook adjustable and lockable
using a 4-40 X 1/8” Allen screw and also used one of the same screws to lock the
assembly to the vibrating pendulum so it would stay in place during keying. The device
that McElroy invented was only for those bugs that had a round rod type pendulum, but
there are a number of bugs (foreign and domestic) that use a flat arm. I’m not sure
(haven’t ever seen one other than mine) but I think I may be the first to come up with one
that will work on the flat pendulum bugs such as the Vibroplex “Champion”, “Lightning
Bug” and the WW-2 Military J-36 bugs from various manufacturers that were based on
the Vibroplex “Lightning Bug. I’ve even done several “custom” ones for the European
and Japanese bugs that use both the metric sized round arms and the thicker (metric) flat
arms also with good results.
I wasn’t sure whether there would be much demand for this thing, but I put the word out
on the Elecraft, Flying Pigs and our 4SQRP email reflectors that I was making them
semi-commercially and I was flabbergasted by the response I got. I priced them at $20
post paid for the aluminum ones and $25 post paid for the brass ones domestically and
35/45 respectfully for international orders due to the higher shipping and customs charges
involved.
The device went over so well that I’ve recouped my initial costs for the tooling and now
have a neat set of toys on my bench for metal fabrication, something I’ve wanted for
years but never had justification to purchase. Amazing what our fantastic hobby can
produce in the way of ideas.
The emails I’ve gotten back from people that have purchased these things have been
nothing short of fantastic. I’ve noticed to main results of my efforts, the bugs I’m hearing
on the air are sounding much better and there are way more CW operators dusting off and
using their bugs these days. We have a “Buggy” operators rag chew session just about
every morning from around 6:00 – 8 a.m. Central or so on 7.025 MHz and sometimes
7.026 to accommodate those with General class tickets who can’t operate on 7.025 or
below.
I may have saturated the market as orders have not slowed to the point I’m able to keep
several of the various types in stock and don’t have to devote much time to keeping that
stock current.
Several pictures of the device on different type bugs. The first one is an example of a
round pendulum McElroy TAC-510 with the round pendulum and my stabilizer mounted
and the second is a Vibroplex “Lightning Bug” with the flat pendulum.
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McElroy TAC-510 with the round pendulum.

Vibroplex Lightning Bug with the flat pendulum.
The devices are light enough they don’t cause very much of a speed change when
mounted. This is true even of the heavier brass versions which aren’t shown here.
I still make them and if anyone should need one, please email me for details.
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The Curse of the Patch Lead
Wayne Dillon, KC0PMH
Patch leads, RF, Audio and Power have been the bane of my life since I started messing
with wireless at the age of 10. Almost any time I’ve had an issue with a wireless
apparently malfunctioning it has come down to a faulty patch lead, even cost me a set of
finals one time. So, just what is it with the dreaded patch lead that makes it so
vulnerable?
Generally, most issues come back to poor assembly, cheap ill-fitting components and
poor soldering. Coupl the above with incompatible cable/connector combinations and
you have a recipe for failure. Take for instance the time when I need a patch lead and had
to hand only some RG8X coax and UHF connectors designed for RG58, yes it happens, it
happens all too often and I am guessing that many of us have been guilty of the sin of
trying to get a “square peg into a round hole”. These mismatches can be assembled,
although with difficulty, soldering the center conductor and hoping that the shield will
make a sufficiently good contact to ensure the free flow of RF from the transmitter output
to the antenna system. It may even work for a while but I promise you it will fail and if
we apply the law according to Dr Sod, it will fail at the least opportune moment.
Let me state the obvious: If you want reliable communications it is an absolute that all the
bits and bobs that make up the ham station, not just the equipment, but just as importantly
all the cables, that interconnect the equipment are built and installed properly. None is
more likely to be more troublesome than the RF patch leads and connectors.
What exactly do I mean by “built correctly”? OK, when I started in the wireless game
(almost 47 years ago, I’ve been licensed for over 35 years) the only connectors available,
at least commonly available, were the PL259 (UHF) type that soldered both center pin
and shield. Soldering the center pin is no big deal but soldering the shield to the body of
the connector requires a large solder iron with a large tip. I got around this by folding the
shield back over the cable’s sheath and screwing on the connector. Not at all easy when
the connector is designed for smaller cable than you’re trying fit. I have since moved
from the “solder only” style of connector to the “crimp” style. Why? good question. The
best answer is that a crimp termination executed correctly it is actually superior in
performance and reliability to the “solder only” style. Yes, they are a little more costly
but the extra expense more than repays itself with reliable operation over a longer period.
Also it’s not a “one size fits all” scenario. You have to order the connector according to
the size and type of cable you are using. I know that sounds obvious but look at the case
of UHF connectors for the RG8/213 coax. Great but if you want to fit RG58 or RG8X
you have to buy a reducer to enable the smaller cable to fit. Now we have 2 possible
sources of failure, the solder connection itself and the screwed in reducer. This is not
good.
Here are some of the excuses I’ve heard for not using crimped RF connectors: “I don’t
know how much of each layer to strip” or, I don’t know anything about crimping or, I
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can’t be bothered with all that, or, it’s too complicated, or, crimp tools are too expensive.
Let’s look at these issues one at a time. First, cable stripping dimensions: Back in the day,
the information about strip lengths and tooling was not easy to come by, but now, well
we got the good-ole web. I use Mouser as my supplier, I like the fact that they stock
Amphenol connectors (the brand generally specified in military contracts) and they make
the connector data sheet available from their web page. Second, knowledge of the
crimping process is not rocket science, it’s easy to get to grips with (pun intended!) if you
really want to. Next, crimp connectors are not complicated, you just need to develop
attention to detail and it’ll work just fine. Yes, crimp tooling can be expensive. But like
any other job which requires tools, purchasing the correct tool for the job is an investment
that will repay you handsomely in terms of reliability and longevity of the work you do
with it.
Let me walk you through the process from selection of the connector to completing the
termination.
I am going to look up a
specific style of
connector along with a
specific coax. We’ll go
with 50 Ohm UHF and
RG8X coax. I like UHF
connectors and much of my QRP equipment uses them. I also like RG8X because it’s a
good tradeoff in terms of losses and usability. It’s easier to work than RG8/213 and less
lossy than RG58. My supplier of choice is Mouser, I have no pecuniary interest in the
company, they just have what I need and deliver in a timely fashion. On your web
browser pull up Mouser.com and on the front page, at the top is a search box (above). Fill
in the search box as above, and hit return or click on the little magnifying glass.
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Mouser’s on line catalogue will then offer a listing (see below) from which, at the click
of the mouse, a selection can be made. Once you’ve decided which connector you want
to go with, I always choose Amphenol parts, point the cursor to the words “data sheet” in
the column headed by the Adobe Acrobat© logo and click. This will bring up a drawing
(on a new page) for that particular connector. Two pieces of information on this drawing
are essential to successful crimping. These are: 1) the “recommended stripping length”
(inch dimensions in parenthesis), and 2) the correct dimensions for the requisite crimptool.
The drawing on the left is an excerpt from the
manufacturers drawing which shows the
recommended stripping dimensions for the straight
UHF connector, Mouser part # 523-182115
(Amphenol part # 182115). These dimensions are
generally good but may need very slight adjustment
in light of experience but if measured accurately probably not. The information on the
correct “crimp dimensions” will determine what crimp tool you will need to obtain. The
crimp dimension refers to the aperture or “die size” required for the specific cable. It so
happens that the ferrule die size required for RG8X (no matter what connector, the
dimension is cable driven not connector driven) is 0.255” across the flat faces. The
contact pin (center pin) crimp size is 0.068”. That said I prefer to solder the center pin
after crimping, but that’s just my personal preference, old habits die hard.
The actual process of making the crimp termination is simple. First, make sure that the
cable is trimmed to the dimensions on the drawing, exactly to the dimensions. This may
be best achived by using a “stripping template”, you’ll see it in the pictures later on.
Trimming to size is best done with a slightly blunt craft knife and sharp side cutters. I say
“slightly blunt” because a craft knife blade right out of the pack, when used to trim the
cable jacket, will likely cut or damage the shield underneath. A “slightly blunt” blade and
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gentle cutting action prevents this. Mark the dimensions with a contrasting colored
permanent marker. OK, let’s crimp a connector.
With the cable prepped according to the
drawing/template the first thing is to slide
the ferrule over the cable jacket and keep it
out of the way. Next, slide the body of the
connector, slide the ferrule back over the
shield and crimp the ferrule in place – full
cycle – you may have to use both hands on
the crimp tool to get the crimp cycle to
complete, this is quite normal. Next crimp
the center pin in this example the die used
is the 0.068”one. If needs be you may
solder the center conductor as well. All the
crimp tools I’ve come across (and that’s a lot, I deal with this stuff professionally) have
the center pin die alongside the larger shield die and the dimension is generally marked
on the tool (see picture). That’s it, we’re done, eeezy-peezy japaneezy. You now have a
correctly crimped and more importantly reliably connected UHF connector on one end of
a length of RG8X coax.
OK, let’s talk a little about the actual tools you’ll need. Several companies have in stock
sets of tools for coax prep and crimping, most will offer multiple die sizes. The coax prep
tools are not cheap but are worth the expense. If you are a member of a Ham Radio club
that meets regularly it may be worth talking to the club officers about buying a coax
crimp set and having it available on a “loan out” basis to members. Maybe a regular club
meeting, say a couple of meetings each year for building patch leads, feeder and crimped
power leads etc. Members buy their own connectors/cable and use the club tooling.
Another advantage to the “Group Event” like this is that a bulk amount of cable could be
purchased, each member chipping in the cost of the length of cable they require so that a
reel may be purchased at a discount over a “few feet at a time” approach. At the end of
this article I’ll include a table of common coax types with the relevant tool dimensions
and a tool reference.
Some quality crimp tool sets come with a “chassis” in to which the different die sets may
be inserted according to cable size. These chassis have a ratchet mechanism so that the
jaws cannot be released until the full crimp cycle is complete. This is very important
because if the jaws are released before the full cycle is complete the crimp will be loose
and will fail. There is usually a minor tension adjustment available on the chassis, leave
this alone unless you have very good reason to adjust it. The manufacturers generally
know their business and the “as set” setting from the factory is just fine. These sets will
generally run between about $150.00 to $225.00 but as I said earlier, this should be
regarded as an investment in the performance of your Ham Station. You think that’s
expensive, well yes I guess it is but set this against a crimper, which is certified for
aerospace applications, costing 5 to 10 times this.
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If you’re just setting up a permanent station or are re-doing the leads at you existing
station or building leads for a mobile installation there is a good argument to be made for
“standardizing” all the coax used in patch leads and antenna feeders. Then you need only
one size of crimp tool with any style of connector you need to use with that specific
cable. (with a couple of exceptions that apply to the miniature RG174 style coax but
because of it’s losses you likely you won’t want to use it [RG174] anyway.) The other
benefit to consider is that if you need a patch lead that goes from a UHF connector one
end to a BNC connector the other end then that is what you make. No more messing with
lossy and potentially unreliable adaptors, I hate adaptors as they introduce losses and are
generally unreliable!

Strip Template and Cable
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Coax stripped and ready for crimping

Ferrule ready for crimping
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Main body crimped and ready to have the center pin crimped
You’ll see from the previous pictures that it really isn’t rocket science. In the examples
pictured I chose the UHF connector simply because I needed to make a UHF to BNC
patch lead so it was convenient to follow this example. Here’s the lead finished with it’s
BNC connector on the other end.

The completed patch lead ready for service
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An inch or so of heat-shrink tubing over each ferrule crimp provides a neat seal and some
degree of strain relief for the cable.
Why did I choose RG8X? Well it’s the style of coax I’ve decided to remake all my leads
from for a couple of reasons. One already stated is that it’s reasonably easy to work
unlike the larger RG8/213 style. It’s attenuation per 100’ is reasonable up to 50Mhz,
actually it’s not too bad up to 145Mhz and the connectors are reasonably priced. For
example, the BNC (part# 523-112533) is a very reasonable $2.66 ea. The UHF connector
(part# 523-182115) is $4.13. Before you balk at these prices remember these are
Amphenol parts which are manufactured for cable assemblies that find their way into
some very unforgiving environments. When I fit the 2m module into my KX3 later this
year I’ll need an SMA connector for RG8x coax, yes there is one available and this one is
expensive but well worth it I feel.
Cable Style

Connector

RG174

SMA Straight
SMA 90º
BNC Straight
BNC 90º
UHF
SMA Straight
SMA 90º
BNC Straight
BNC 90º
UHF
SMA Straight
SMA 90º
BNC Straight
BNC 90º
UHF
SMA Straight
SMA 90º
BNC Straight
BNC 90º
UHF

RG58 C/A/U

RG8X

RG8 / 213

Mouser #
(For Amphenol # ignore the first 3 digits)
523-132114
523-132123
523-112132
523-112178
N/A
523-132113
523-122120
532-112116
523-112162
523-182135
523-132231
523-132239
523-112533
523-112601
523-182115
523-132368
N/A
523-112562
523-112594
523-182102

List Price
$4.11
$8.59
$3.79
$5.86
N/A
$4.11
$8.59
$2.15
$7.92
$3.61
$7.76
$10.61
$2.66
$7.92
$4.13
13.20
N/A
$7.33
$8.50
$3.92

Of course the performance of the coax is important too, especially the attenuation factor.
On the next page I’ve done some of your homework for you
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Here are the all important coax attenuation factors for the various cables mentioned:
Here is the attenuation table for RG58 coax (over 100’). As
you can see, getting to 10Mhz the attenuation is over 3.5 db.
Consider the fact that many QRPers use 5 watts or less (some
sub 1 watt) and you can see that attenuation becomes an issue.

Here is the attenuation table for RG8X coax (over 100’). At
10 Mhz the attenuation is less than 1 db and at 50 Mhz it’s
stioll only 2.1db. This is acceptable for my installation.
RG8X is easy to work and it’s minimum bend radius is 2.5
inches so it’ll get into most confined spots without too much
difficulty. This is my choice for the above reasons.

There is one more coax cable to consider especially if you
need to run some distance from the shack to the antenna.
Similarly these are the figures for a 100’ run. This is the
one I’m going with so that I may bury the coax run from
the shack to the antenna. Check out those Attenuation
specs will ya. Outstanding. DavisRF® also supply
matching connectors. The beauty of this cable is the ability
to direct bury it, no large trench and no extra cost fo PVC
conduit, do the math. Well worth the effort, IMHO.
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Dan – KB6NU’s Column
Free Stuff!
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
I'm a sucker for free stuff. Below, you'll find links to a free transistor amplifier design
program, a free printed circuit board design program, and a free tutorial on antennas. All
of these look to be worth a look.

TransistorAmp 1.1
This is free software for designing bipolar transistor amplifiers. I found the link to this
software (http://en.transistoramp.de/) on the AMRAD mailing list. Phil, M1GWZ, who
posted the link, says, "A transistor circuit that I'm developing needed a 5x voltage gain
stage. I could have thrown in a single op amp with split power rails and all that DIL8 real
estate, but a single transistor stage would suffice. Trouble is, I'm an EE by inclination, not
training, and all those calculations - working out those capacitor reactance values - well, I
don't do them often enough for them to be easy. And I want voltage gain, not current.
And then I found Transistor Amp 1.1."
"It's a nice piece of software," says Phil, "It installs easily and did the job for me quickly
and easily. Oh, and when I built the circuit for real - voltage gain of 5x!"
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Altium CircuitMaker
CircuitMaker (http://www.circuitmaker.com) is a free printed circuit board design tool
for hobbyists, people like you and me. Maxfield Parrish of EETimes says, "one key
aspect of CircuitMaker is its intuitive and easy-to-use interface -- all of the important
"stuff" is presented in an easily accessible manner in a ribbon at the top of the display.
Another major consideration is that Altium has decided to make CircuitMaker all about
"Community," so users can easily share ideas and designs, comment on designs and offer
suggestions for improvement, and generally help each other along the way."
Free antenna tutorial
For a limited time, Rohde & Schwartz and the IEEE Communications Society are
offering a free tutorial on Antenna Basics (http://www.comsoc.org/form/tutorialregistration-antenna-basics). This tutorial explains the basic functionality of an antenna,
starting with Hertz’s antenna model. It also includes a short introduction to the
fundamentals of wave propagation, the important general characteristics of an antenna
and parameters, such as antenna gain, radiation pattern, bandwidth or VSWR. A more
detailed explanation of the functionality of some selected antenna types (e.g. dipole or
monopole) is also given.
Maik Reckeweg, Product Manager Antennas, Rohde & Schwarz GmbH, Munich,
Germany, who is responsible for all the company’s monitoring, measurement and
communications antennas is the tutorial's.
The video is kind of dry, but I think Reckeweg does a pretty good job of discussing
antenna basics. The video is also accompanied by a white paper that delves into these
topics a little more completely. Overall, there's a bit more math than in most amateur
radio discussions of antennas, but this makes the discussion a little more comprehensive.
When not scouring the Internet for free stuff, you'll find KB6NU working on updates to
his "No Nonsense" study guides, working CW on 40m, or blogging about amateur radio
at www.kb6nu.com.
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The Three Kiters – Watercolor by Bill, KV6Z
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From The Editor
Holiday Gift Ideas
So here it is, holiday season again! Every year, my family is always asking for a
Christmas list, but the problem is, anything that I really want that’s of a reasonable price,
I’ve probably already bought for myself! So I usually try to think of things to go along
with one of my hobbies (like radio or computers), but is within a decent price range to
actually be worth making a gift out of.
To try to help with making my list this year, I enlisted the help of a discussion forum on a
site called Reddit (for those that do not know, Reddit is a sort of discussion board type
place with different sections, called “subreddits” for different topics. The ham radio
related section is at http://www.reddit.com/r/amateurradio). Here’s a few of the ideas
they came up with – Unfortunately, a lot of this stuff I already had here, but maybe some
of you might be interested in using some of these ideas for the members of your family!
Andy-Crimp Pro Ultimate Crimp Kit –www.qsradio.com – This is a great starter
ratcheting crimper kit – it can handle PowerPoles, Coax, Molex connectors of pretty
much all types – includes coax strippers/prep tools, coax cutter, wire stripper/cutter, and a
screwdriver to help in changing the dies – all in a customized plastic case. Definitely
worth the money!
RTL-SDR+Upconverter –www.nooelec.com – A couple of years ago, a hardware
hacker found a special mode inside certain DVB-T usb dongles (European HDTV
format) that allowed raw access to the I/Q data coming out of them. And so was born the
RTL-SDR – named after the Realtek RTL2832 chip at the heart of these devices. With
special software, these cheap little USB dongles can act as a SDR from somewhere
around 40MHz to around 1300MHz. The same company also sells an upconverter that
can mix HF signals with a 120MHz crystal source to bring HF signals up into the
detection range of the device. It’s really a neat little toy to play with!
Watt’s Up Meter - http://www.amazon.com/Watts-Meter-Analyzer-WU100Version/dp/B001B6N2WK - Great little tool for those of us who work off batteries –
measure your voltage and current draw out of your batteries so you know when they’re
about to go dead.
Hakko FX888D Soldering Station - http://www.amazon.com/Hakko-FX888D-23BYDigital-Soldering-FX-888D/dp/B00ANZRT4M - If you’re looking for your first
soldering iron, or needing something better than that cheap RadioShack pencil iron, this
baby is probably the best bang for the buck. I bought one of these a couple years ago,
and let me tell you, it’s simply the best iron I’ve personally used (and I’ve used both the
cheap RatShack and Weller pencil irons) – comes up to temp fast, recovers fast, and
makes kit building a breeze!
Until next time!
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Four State QRP Group
is meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is
one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown
Seneca. From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the
railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the
downtown area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown
where a "U turn" is permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in
front of the restaurant.
Our group is an informal organization with no officers, no rules, no dues or any other things to get in the
way of having fun with QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and

information, parts swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.
Note: on Nov 6 we'll be on CST.
If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am
A gathering of CW ops are having fun on

7.122 MHz
....and you are invited!

Join us for the new 4SQRP Sideband Net!
Monday Nights at 7:30pm Central
on 7.285 (QSYing down as necessary)
NCS is WQ5RP/NQ0M in Iola, KS
Check QRPSpots for the actual frequency to find
us easier!
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